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ABSTRACT

The standard Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is considered among the most computationally efficient remote sensing (RS) image descriptors in the framework of large-scale content based RS image retrieval (CBIR). However, it has limited discrimination capability for characterizing high dimensional RS images with complex semantic content. There are several LBP variants introduced in computer vision that can be extended to RS CBIR to efficiently overcome the above-mentioned problem. To this end, this paper presents a comparative study in order to analyze and compare advanced LBP variants in RS CBIR domain. We initially introduce a categorization of the LBP variants based on the specific CBIR problems in RS, and analyze the most recent methodological developments associated to each category. All the considered LBP variants are introduced for the first time in the framework of RS image retrieval problems, and have been experimentally compared in terms of their: 1) discrimination capability to model high-level semantic information present in RS images (and thus the retrieval performance); and 2) computational complexities associated to retrieval and feature extraction time.

Index Terms—local binary pattern, content based image retrieval, remote sensing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of satellite systems has led to an unprecedented growth of remote sensing (RS) image archives. This raises urgent demands in development of fast and accurate content-based RS image retrieval (CBIR) systems. A CBIR system is generally composed of two main components [1]: 1) an image description component that represents the content of images by a set of features (i.e., image descriptors); and 2) a retrieval component that matches the descriptor of the query image with those of archive images and returns the most similar images to the query image. In the framework of large-scale RS CBIR problems, RS image descriptors should: 1) be discriminative and robust to large intra-category (i.e., class) variations due to the illumination, rotation and scale variations; 2) accurately model the complex semantic image content; and 3) have low computational complexity. Among the several image descriptors (e.g., GIST, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)-based image descriptors) Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture descriptors have attracted significant attention in RS. The standard LBP represents the relationship of each pattern (i.e., pixel) in a given image with its neighbors located on a circle around that pixel by a binary code. Then, a histogram of LBP values is built to describe the images. The success of LBP is due to: 1) its easy implementation; 2) its invariance to monotonic illumination changes; and 3) its low computational complexity [1]. However, the standard LBP has some critical limitations for RS CBIR problems. The quantization process of neighborhood pixels into binary code is a scalar quantization, which is sensitive to noise. Thus, different structural patterns may have the same binary code. Moreover, the LBP captures only the very local structure of the texture and has limitations to detect large-scale textural structures (i.e., it is insufficient to capture macrostructure information). Moreover, the traditional LBP is sensitive to rotation variations, which is not applicable for real RS CBIR problems (where archives consist of images with large rotation variations). In addition, RS images are usually characterized by several image channels that may have a high correlation. However, the standard LBP neglects the correlation among spectral channels (i.e., does not exploit the inter-band information) while describing images.

In the computer vision community, several LBP variants have been developed, which are beneficial to overcome the above-mentioned problems in RS CBIR. Accordingly, in this paper we present a study to analyze and compare different LBP variants both theoretically and experimentally under the light of RS CBIR. All the considered algorithms are introduced as a first time in RS. In the paper, we initially present a categorization of the LBP algorithms based on their characterization and summarize the latest developments related to each category in compute vision. In particular, we present, adapt to RS data properties and test LBP variants that can be used with any kind of RS images (e.g. multispectral, hyperspectral, SAR images). The effectiveness of the LBP algorithms is analyzed in terms of: 1) their discrimination capability to model high-level semantic information present in RS images (and thus their capability to lead to high retrieval accuracy); 2) computational time required for their computation; and 3) computational time required for image retrieval (which depends on the length of the LBP descriptors).
2. Advanced Local Binary Patterns

Let $\mathcal{Y} = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_r\}$ be an archive made up of a very large number $P$ of RS images, where $X_i$ is the $i$-th image. To find the most similar images to a query image $X_q$ ($X_q \in \mathcal{Y}$ or $X_q \not\in \mathcal{Y}$), CBIR systems initially characterize each image $X_i$ with a descriptor. In this paper, we focus our attention on the use of the LBP as a descriptor. LBP associated to a pixel $x_i'$ in the image $X_i$ is calculated by comparing its value with those of its $p$ neighboring pixels $\{x'_1, x'_2, \ldots, x'_p\}$ evenly distributed on a circle of radius $r$ centered on $x_i'$ as [1]:

$$LBP(x'_i) = \sum_{j=0}^{p} s(x'_i - x'_j)2^j$$

where $s()$ is the sign function. The neighbor samples $x'_j$ that do not fall exactly in the center of pixels are computed by interpolation. Then, the image is characterized by the probability distribution of the LBP patterns given in $X_i$. The contribution of this paper consists in introducing the LBP algorithms for large-scale RS retrieval problems to provide high time-efficient (in terms of speed) and accurate search capability within huge RS data archives. To this end, on the basis of the CBIR problems in RS, we categorize the LBP variants into two main categories. 1) single-band specific LBP algorithms, and 2) inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The categorization of different LBP algorithms

2.1. Single-band specific LBP algorithms

The LBP algorithms of this category aim at describing each image band separately from each other. To this end, there are several algorithms developed in computer vision that can be analyzed within four sub-categories: i) multiscale analysis based LBP algorithms (which allow any radius value $r$ with varying number $p$ of samples in the neighborhood); ii) regrouping based LBP algorithms; iii) LBP algorithms that exploit sign and magnitude of local difference; and iv) noise-robust and rotation-invariant LBP algorithms. All these LBP variants allow to control different amount spatial information used to describe the single-band images. With regard to multiscale analysis, Extended LBP (ELBP) [2] and Median Robust Extended LBP (MRELBP) [3] are among the best LBP variants that can accurately describe the local texture. In details, ELBP encodes distinctive spatial relationships in a local region using three LBP-like descriptors [2]. These descriptors capture information from the intensity of the center pixel, its circularly located neighbors and radial differences. MRELBP captures both the micro-textural and macro-textural structures [3]. The macro-texture structure capturing is achieved through replacing individual pixel intensities with patch filter responses. Patches of filters are initially applied to the center pixel and its local neighbors and then the filter responses are taken for the LBP computation, i.e., LBPs are applied on the filter responses rather than pixels intensity values. Other LBP variants of this category are three patch LBP, four patch LBP, pixel to Patch. LBP regrouping aims at identifying the most informative pattern groups and assigning similar value to all patterns that fall to the same group. Then, then histogram is built based on the grouped LBPs. This approach significantly reduces the feature dimensionality (and thus the required time for image retrieval). There are two different LBP grouping approaches: i) heuristically grouping of LBPs; and ii) discriminative grouping LBPs. Uniform LBP (uLBP) is one of the most effective heuristically regrouping LBP algorithm [1]. Some LBPs occur more frequently than the others, and thus the uLBP method aims to maintain only the uniform patterns (those that most frequently occur), while grouping the other LBPs into non-uniform pattern group. In this method, uniformity $U$ of $x'_i$ is measured as [1]:

$$U(x'_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} |s(x'_{x_i,j-1} - x'_j) - s(x'_{x_i,j-1} - x'_j)|$$

This measure counts the bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa. The uniform patterns refer to the samples, whose uniformity values $U$ are less than or equal to 2. The uniform LBP descriptor has $p(p-1) + 3$ categories consisting of $p(p-1) + 2$ distinct uniform patterns and one nonuniform group containing all nonuniform patterns. Concerning the discriminative grouping LBPs, the most discriminative algorithm is the dominant LBPs (DLBPs) that are computed before applying any grouping [11]. In the DLBP, the most frequently occurring LBPs, called dominant patterns, are selected by examining the occurrence frequencies of LBPs (infrequently-occurring LBP groups are discarded). The third sub-category includes LBP algorithms that exploit sign and magnitude of local difference. In [4], it is shown that the sign component is more important than the magnitude
Table 1. Average recall and computational time required for feature extraction (FE) and image retrieval (in seconds) associated to different LBP algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Standard LBP</th>
<th>Single-band specific LBPs</th>
<th>Inter-band correlation sensitive LBPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELBP</td>
<td>CLBP</td>
<td>DLBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall (%)</td>
<td>69.87</td>
<td>76.10</td>
<td>69.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE time</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval time</td>
<td>74.58</td>
<td>60.72</td>
<td>76.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

component in preserving the local difference information. As an example, algorithm for this category is the completed LBP (CLBP) \[4\] that exploits the two-complementary information (magnitude and sign) using two texture operators. The first descriptor represents the sign, which equals to the traditional LBP, while the second descriptor represents the magnitude (local variance) of the texture.

The LBP algorithms of last sub-category, which are noise-robust and rotation-invariant LBP algorithms, aim to apply filtering on the image as a pre-processing operation prior to LBP computation. For example, LBP variants like LGBP \[5\] uses Gabor filtering, since Gabor filters are complementary to the LBP. LBP’s capture information in small scale area whereas Gabor filters capture large-scale details. Other LBP variants like MRELBP \[3\] exploits median filter, achieving a noise-robust image descriptor. The rotation invariant LBP algorithms aim to remove the effect of rotation in the characterization of the images. As an example of this category is the rotation invariant LBP (riLBP). To reduce the feature dimensionality, rotation invariant uniform LBP is also presented in \[1\].

It is worth noting that all the LBP variants of this category is applied to each image band separately and then the histogram is built to describe each image band. Then, the histograms of bands are simply concatenated to describe the image.

2.2. Inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms

The LBP algorithms of this category aim at characterizing the inter band correlation while extracting the LBP descriptor of an image. For high dimensional RS images, as mentioned before, the simple concatenation approach of the histograms for each image band does not model the existing inter-band correlation. To address these problems, several LBP algorithms that extract and exploit the inter-channel information in the process of LBP computation are developed in computer vision. We divide these algorithms into two sub-categories: 1) spatial and spectral information sensitive LBP algorithms, and 2) band-transformation based LBPs. Volume LBP (VLBP) \[6\], three orthogonal planes LBP (LBP-TOP) \[12\] and 3 dimensional-LBP (3D-LBP) \[7\] are techniques of the category of the spatial and spectral information sensitive LBP algorithms. The VLBP combines the motion and appearance to describe dynamic textures \[6\], and can be adopted to RS image characterization by replacing the temporal domain with the spectral domain. For a pixel given an image band, circularly symmetric volume neighbor sets are extracted from successive image bands. This approach is computationally demanding particularly for very high dimensional RS images. To alleviate this problem, the LBP-TOP is developed, which exploits the co-occurrences on three orthogonal planes. In 3D-LBP \[7\], an RS image descriptor can be obtained by reconstructing the image pixel as a 3D data cube considering the spatial and spectral coordinates. Then, the standard LBP has been extended into 3-D LBP model through forming a 3D regular octahedral frame to characterize the spectral–spatial relationship.

mCENTRIST \[8\] and Multichannel Decoded LBP \[9\] are examples of the band-transformation based LBPs. In details, two multichannel decoded local binary pattern approaches are proposed in \[9\] for the combination of the LBPs extracted from more than one image band. These methods, namely multichannel adder based local binary pattern (maLBP) and multichannel decoder based local binary pattern (mdLBP), exploit the local binary pattern information of multiple image bands in efficient manners. This is achieved by modeling the local information of multiple image channels on the basis of the adder and decoder concepts, respectively, before the computation of the histogram.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the various LBP variants, we carried out experiments on a benchmark archive (which consists of 2100 images selected from aerial orthoimagery with a spatial resolution of 30 cm \[10\]). In the experiments, we considered several algorithms from two main LBP categories, which are promising in computer vision but never used in the framework of RS CBIR. From the single-band specific LBP algorithms, the ELBP, the CLBP, the uLBP, the riLBP, the MRELBP and the DLBP were selected. From the category of inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms, the LBP-TOP, the 3D-LBP and the maLBP algorithms were
chosen. In the retrieval phase, $k$-nearest algorithm was used, i.e., similarities between the descriptors of the query image and those of all archive images were estimated and images related to the lowest distance were retrieved. The retrieval performance was assessed on top-20 retrieved images (i.e., $k=20$). As a distance measure, Chi-square distance was considered. Results associated to each LBP descriptor are provided in terms of: i) average recall; ii) average feature extraction time; and iii) average retrieval time obtained in 2100 trials performed with 2100 selected query images from the archive. All the experiments are performed via MATLAB® on a standard PC with Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1650 v2 @ 3.50GHz, 16GB RAM.

Table 1 shows the average recall obtained by the considered LBP algorithms and the related computational time required for feature extraction and retrieval processes. By analyzing the table, one can see that all the LBP variants of the two categories result in higher retrieval accuracies than the standard LBP. As an example, the ELBP and the MRELBP yield almost 7% higher recall than the standard LBP with reduced retrieval time at the cost of increased feature extraction time. It is worth noting that the retrieval time reduction is due to reduced feature dimensionality. Concerning the retrieval time of the LBP algorithms, from the table it can be seen that the grouping based LBP algorithms (e.g., the uLBP and the DLBP) are very fast, since they represent images with low-dimensional descriptors. However, they provide lower recall with respect to the standard LBP. Thus, these algorithms are preferable when the computational time is more important than the retrieval accuracy and vice-versa. The highest recall is obtained by the MRELBP (which is robust to noise and rotation invariant) with the cost of increased time for the feature extraction. However, the retrieval time required for this descriptor is slightly lower than the standard LBP. Inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms provide similar recall with respect to the algorithms of the other two categories. It is worth noting that the images in the considered benchmark archive consist of three channels only. We expect that for real RS CBIR problems where images are high dimensional the effectiveness of the inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms will be much more relevant.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a comparative study of LBP variants for RS image retrieval problems. In particular, we have grouped the LBP variants into two main categories: 1) single-band specific LBP descriptors; and 2) inter-band correlation sensitive LBP algorithms. The considered LBP variants have been considered for the first time in the framework of RS CBIR problems. The theoretical and experimental analysis show that for RS CBIR problems LBP algorithms should be chosen according to the dimension of the considered RS images and also the desired tradeoff between the retrieval accuracy and the computational time.
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